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meter 1－hr 2－hr 3－hr 4－hr 6－hr 8－hr 12－hr 24－hr
Smax 76．25 75．97 76．06 77．50 76．25 78．50 77．94 69．50
Cmax 388175 378．75 378．75 366．56 373．75 367，50 363．75 371．88
FC 0．4875 O．5664 O．5594 0．4469 O．5734 0．5500 O．5594 O．5687
Finf 0．8594 O．8695 0．8968 O．9047 O．8219 0．8359 O．8102 0．7938
Cint O．7500 O．6375 0．6375 O．7125 0．6000 0．6375 0．6000 0．5625
Ewf 0．1734 O．2547 0．2500 O，1734 O．2875 0．2500 0．2695 0．3188
Obj
Fun 17477 17950 18059
18107 18587 18716 19232 19294
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4．　Resu1ts　amd　discussion
　　　　The　optimum　model　parameters　were　determined　using　the　average　hour1y　rainfa1l，
dai1y　potential　evaporation　and　vo1ume　of　discharge　hydrograph　on　a　month1y　basis．A
mmber　of　optimization　runs　were　taken　in　which　different　va1ues　of　time　step－size（dt）
were　used．The　rainfa11intensity　was　averaged　over　the　time－step．For　instance，if　the
time－step　size　is6－hours，the　average　of　rainfa11rate　over　a　period　of　six－hours　is　used
as　input．Therefore，except　the　input　rainfa11rate，a11other　conditions　are　same　in
various　runs．The　values　of　dt　which　were　considered　in　this　study　are：1，2，3，4，6，8，
12，and24hours．The　va1ues　of　optimum　mode1parameters　corresponding　to　various
va1ues　of　dt　are　given　in　Tab1e1，
　　　It　is　seen　in　the　Tab1e　l　that　the　parameters　Sm、。and　Cm、、do　not　vary　too　much　with
dt　and　the　parameter　FC　is　varying　by　about＋10％to－10％．The　variation　in　Fi，f　is
quite　sma1l．However，the　parameters　Ci，t　and　Ewf　show　sigmficant　variations．The
variation　in　the　parameters　in　somewhat　sharp　when　dt　changes　form12to24hours，
However，the　parameters　do　not　show　any　definite　trend　of　change．Some　variation　in
the　parameters　may　be　explained　by　the　fact　that　the　parmeters　do　compensate　for　each
other．The　va1ue　of　objective　function　increases　with　dt　though　the　increase　is　s1ow．This
may　mean　that　the　fit　is　becoming　poorer　with　increase　in　dt　possib1y　because　some
information　in　being1ost　consequent　to　averaging．The　objective　function　appears　to　be
quite　f1at　near　the　optimum．
　　　Since　the　CPU　time　required　to　obtain　the　optimum　mode1parameter　for　a　particu－
lar　basin1arge1y　depends　on　dt，the　modeller　may　use　a　bigger　va1ue　of　dt　and　obtain
comparab1e　resu1ts．In　case　where　eventual1y　a　sma11er　time－step　size　is　required，the
first　few　runs　can　be　taken　with　a　larger　time－step　size　to　arrive　near　the　g1oba1optima1
parameter　set．Next，the　optimum　parameters　corresponding　to　the　requisite（sma1ler）
dt　can　be　taken．
　　　In　many　cases，historica1rainfal1data　are　availab1e　on　dai1y　basis．It　is　c1ear　from
the　above　that　these　data　can　be　used　to　obtain　a　reasonab1y　good　entimate　of　the　mode1
parameters．These　parameters　can　be　confident1y　used　to　estimate　the　catchment　yield
and　a1so　the　shape　of　the　discharge　hygrograph　if　the　size　of　the　catchment　is　not　sma1l．
5．　Conclusions
The　conceptua1mathematica1mode1s　are　commonly　used　for　rainfa11runoff　model一
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1ing　of　a　catchment．The　impact　of　temporal　reso1ution　of　input　rainfa11data　on　the
optimum　mode1parameters　for　a　basin　has　been　discussed．　It　was　fomd　through
numerica1experimentation　that　the　optimum　parameters　for　a　particu1ar　catchment　do
vary　with　the　time　resolution　of　the　input　rainfa11data　though　the　variation　in　not　very
1arge．Further，no　definite　trend　of　the　parameter　variation　was　found．
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